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Sertaç Öztürk

Dersin Amacı
CMS+ATLAS araştırma makalelerinin 
%60 ı jetleri içermektedir.

CMS in ilk araştırma makalesi jetler 
ile ilgilidir.

 Dersin amacı

✓ Güçlü Etkileşimi Anlamak

✓ Hadronik çarpışmaların yapısını 
anlamak

✓ Jetleri anlamak

✓ Jet içeren bir makaleyi anlayıp 
yorumlayabilmek.

Kaynaklar

✓ Sunumlar ve dersler (Gavin Salam, 
Matthew Schwartz, Matteo 
Cacciari, Gregory Soyez )
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Matteo Cacciari - LPTHE Understanding Hot & Dense QCD Matter - September 2013 - Prague

The pervasiveness of jets

2

‣ ATLAS and CMS have each published 300+ papers since 2010
‣ More than a third of these papers make use of jets
‣ 60% of the searches papers makes use of jets

(Source: INSPIRE. Results 
may vary when 

employing different search 
keywords)

How did we get here?
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Plot by G. Salam

energy E is defined as the scalar sum of the calorimeter
tower energies inside the jet. The jet momentum ~p is
the corresponding vector sum of the tower energies using
the tower directions. The E and ~p of a reconstructed jet are
corrected as a function of pT and ! for the nonlinearity
and inhomogeneity of the calorimeter response. The cor-
rection is between 43% and 15% for jets with corrected pT

between 0.1 and 1.0 TeV in the region j!j< 1:3. The jet
energy corrections were determined and validated using
simulations, test beam data, and collision data [12].

The dijet system is composed of the two jets with the
highest pT in an event (leading jets). We require that the
pseudorapidity separation of the two leading jets, !! ¼
!1 " !2, satisfies j!!j< 1:3, and that both jets be in the
region j!j< 2:5. These ! cuts maximize the search sensi-
tivity for isotropic decays of dijet resonances in the pres-
ence of QCD background. The dijet mass is given by

m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðE1 þ E2Þ2 " ð ~p1 þ ~p2Þ2

p
. We select events with

m> 220 GeV without any requirements on jet pT .
To remove possible instrumental and noncollision back-

grounds in the selected sample, the following selections are
made. Events are required to have a reconstructed primary
vertex within jzj< 24 cm. For jets, at least 1% of the jet
energy must be detected in the ECAL, at most 98% can be
measured in a single photodetection device of the HCAL
readout, and at most 90% can be measured in a single cell.
These criteria, which are fully efficient for dijets, remove
0.1% of the events passing the pseudorapidity constraints
and the dijet mass threshold.

Figure 1 presents the inclusive dijet mass distribution for
pp ! 2 leading jets þ X, where X can be anything, in-
cluding additional jets. We plot the measured differential
cross section versus dijet mass in bins approximately equal
to the dijet mass resolution. The data are compared to a
QCD prediction from PYTHIA [13], which includes a full
GEANT simulation [14] of the CMS detector and the jet
energy corrections. The prediction uses a renormalization
scale " ¼ pT and CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions
[15]. The PYTHIA prediction agrees with the data within the
jet energy scale uncertainty, which is the dominant system-
atic uncertainty. To test the smoothness of our measured
cross section as a function of dijet mass, we fit the data with
the parametrization

d#

dm
¼ P0ð1"m=

ffiffiffi
s

p ÞP1

ðm=
ffiffiffi
s

p ÞP2þ P3 lnðm=
ffiffi
s

p Þ ; (1)

with four free parameters P0, P1, P2 and P3. This func-
tional form has been used by prior searches to describe
both data and QCD predictions [16,17]. In Fig. 1 we show
both the data and the fit, which has a $2 ¼ 32 for 31
degrees of freedom. In Fig. 2 we show the ratio between
the data and the fit. The data are well described by the
smooth parametrization.

We search for narrow resonances, for which the natural
resonance width is negligible compared to the CMS dijet

mass resolution. Figures 1 and 2 present the predicted dijet
mass distribution for string resonances and excited quarks
using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo and the CMS detector
simulation. The predicted mass distributions exhibit a
Gaussian core from jet energy resolution and a tail toward
lowmasses from QCD radiation. This can be seen in Fig. 3,
which shows examples of the predicted dijet mass distri-
bution of resonances from three different parton pairings:
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FIG. 1 (color online). Dijet mass spectrum (points) compared
to a smooth fit (solid) and to predictions [13] including detector
simulation of QCD (short-dashed), excited quark signals (dot-
dashed), and string resonance signals (long-dashed). The errors
are statistical only. The shaded band shows the effect of a 10%
systematic uncertainty in the jet energy scale (JES).
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FIG. 2 (color online). Ratio (points) between the dijet mass
data and the smooth fit, compared to the simulated ratios
for excited quark signals (dot-dashed) and string resonance
signals (long-dashed) in the CMS detector. The errors are
statistical only.
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Standart Model
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Standart model atomaltı parçacıkları ve 
birbirleri arasındaki etkileşmeleri açıklar.

Standart Modele göre,

✓ 6 kuark & 6 lepton

➡ u ve d kuark and elektron 
maddeyi oluşturur

✓ 4 kuvvet taşıyıcı parçacık (Υ,  W, Z 
and g)

➡ Υ : Elektromagnetizma

➡ W & Z : Zayıf Etkileşim
➡ g : Kuvvetli Etkileşim

✓ Kütle kazandırmak için Higgs 
bozonu 

➡ 4 Temmuz 2012 

Standard Model
• In terms of Standard Model,

✓ 6 quarks & 6 leptons

‣ u and d quarks and electron 
make matter

✓ 4 force carrying particles

‣ ϒ: Electromagnetism

‣ W & Z: Weak Interaction

‣ g: Color (Nuclear) Interaction

✓ Higgs particle to give mass

‣ Higgs not discovered
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Kuantum Renk Dinamiği
 Kuantum Renk Dinamiği renkli 

kuarkların ve gluonların 
etkileşmelerini açıklamayan kuvvetli 
etkileşmenin teorisidir.

✓Kuarklar ve gluonlar renk yüküne 
sahiptir (r, g, b).

✓ Serbest parçacıkların renk yükü 
nötrdür. (r + g  + b ➔ Beyaz)

✓Gluonlar birbiri ile etkileşir.
 Kuarklar tek renk yüküne 
sahipken, gluonlar çift renk yüküne 
sahiptir.

✓ 8 tane gluon vardır.
 4

Nuclear and Particle Physics Franz Muheim 2

QCD QCD vsvs QEDQED

QED
Quantum theory of electromagnetic interactions
mediated by exchange of photons
Photon couples to electric charge e
Coupling strength v e v ¥D

QCD
Quantum theory of strong interactions
mediated by exchange of gluons between quarks
Gluon couples to colour charge of quark
Coupling strength v ¥DS

Fundamental vertices
QED QCD

D = e2/4S § 1/137 DS = gS
2/4S ~ 1

Coupling constant
Strong interaction probability v DS > D
Coupling strength of QCD much larger than QED
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Proton ve Parton Dağılım Fonksiyonu

Proton uud kuark birleşiminden oluşur.

✓ Valans kuark

✓ Gluonlar

Yüksek enerjilere çıkıldığında proton içerisinde 
kuark-anti kuark çiftleri oluşup yok olur.

✓ Deniz kuarklar

 Proton momentumu içindeki partonlar tarafından 
taşınır.

✓ x = Pparton / Pproton
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June 24, 2009 S. R. Magill - 2009 CTEQ 

Summer School 

17 

Higher the resolution (i.e. 

higher the Q2) more branchings 

to lower x we “see”. 

So what do we expect F2 as a function of x at 

a fixed Q2 to look like? 

F2 

June 24, 2009 S. R. Magill - 2009 CTEQ 

Summer School 

18 
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1/3 
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F2(x) 

F2(x) 

F2(x) 

x 

x 

x 

Three quarks with 1/3 of total  

proton momentum each. 

Three quarks with some momentum 

smearing. 

The three quarks radiate partons 

 at low x. 

Yüksek Enerji Valans Kuark

Valans Kuark 
+ Gluon

Valans Kuark + 
Gluon + Deniz 

Kuark
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Parton Dağılım Fonksiyonu
Hadronu meydana getiren 
bileşenlerin toplam hadron 
momentumu taşıma kesri parton 
dağılım fonksiyonu (PDF) ile 
belirtilir.

 fi(xi): i. partonun toplam hadron 
momentumunun xi kesrini taşıma 
olasılığı

✓ Eğer proton 3.5 TeV lik bir 
protonda bir kuark için x=0.1 ise 
350 GeV lik bir momentumu tek 
başına taşır.

 Tesir kesiti PDF ile yakından 
ilişkilidir.
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Figure 1. Measurements of the structure function F2 as a function of Q2 at various values of
x. The new data (closed circles) are complemented by the previously published data at low Q2

(open circles) [3] and high Q2 (open boxes) [2]. The error bars represent the total measurement
uncertainties. The solid curve represents the NLO QCD fit to H1 data alone for Q2 ≥ 3.5GeV2,
which is also shown extrapolated down to Q2 = 1.5GeV2.

Figure 2. Left: HERA combined neutral current reduced cross section [4] and fixed-target data
compared to the HERAPDF1.0 fit. The bands represent the total uncertainty of the fit. Right:
the parton distribution functions from the HERAPDF1.0 at Q2 = 10GeV2. The gluon and
sea distributions are scaled down by a factor 20. The experimental, model and parametrisation
uncertainties are shown separately (see [4]).

Çevrimiçi PDF çizdirme ve hesaplama
http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/pdf/pdf3.html

http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/pdf/pdf3.html
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Sert Saçılma
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2. THEORETICAL MOTIVATION Sertaç ÖZTÜRK

2.3 Jet Production in a Hadron Collision

The Feynman rules are used to calculate many predictions of QCD,such as, the prob-

ability of a given process between an initial state and a final state. This probability is

called as cross section, ⇥. The cross section for a hard scattering process initiated by two

hadrons with four-momenta P1 and P2 is given by (Ellis, 1996)

⇥(P1,P2) = ⇤
i, j

Z
dx1dx2 fi(x1,µ2

F) f j(x2,µ2
F)⇥̂i j(p1, p2,�s(µ2),Q2/µ2). (2.22)

where the momenta of the partons which are engaged in the hard interaction are p1 = x1P1

and p2 = x2P2, x1 and x2 are fraction of hadron momentum carried by interacting partons.

The function fi(x,µ2
F) are the quark gluon parton destiny functions (PDFs) defined at a

factorization scale µF . Q is a hard scattering scale. ⇥i j is the short-distance (partonic)

cross section for the scattering of partons of type i and j.16

Figure 2–6. Schematic of the QCD factorization theorem. The partonic cross
section must be folded in with the parton density functions of the
hadron.

2.5 Jet Production Cross Sections

Diagrams contributing to jet production at leading order are shown in

figure 2–7 [9]. These diagrams may be read from left to right, or bottom to top.

For example, 2–7(c) can be interpreted as qq̄ � gg when read from left to right, or

it may be interpreted as gq̄ � gq̄ when read from bottom to top.

Lowest order (LO) calculations have uncertainties for multiple reasons. The

leading order result quite often has a large dependence on renormalization and

factorization scales. This dependence is reduced by going to higher order in the

perturbative expansion. Another source of uncertainty on LO predictions is that

additional processes may become possible only when going beyond leading order.

At next to leading order (NLO), all Feynman diagrams which contribute

an additional factor of �s to the scattering amplitude must be considered when

calculating the scattering cross section. Extra factors of the strong coupling

Figure 2.4. Schematic of a hard scattering process.

2.4 Two-Jet Cross Section

Two-jets events result when incoming parton from one hadron scatters from an in-

coming parton from the other hadron to produce two high transverse momentum partons

11
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and usually µ ⇧ Q. Q is the magnitude of momentum transferred in the interaction. QCD

coupling constant is given by

⇥s(Q2) =
12⇤

(33�2n f ) ln(Q2

�2 )
(2.20)

where

�2 = µ2exp(
�12⇤

(33�2n f )⇥s(µ2)
). (2.21)

At sufficiently short distances or large exchanges of momentum, high values of Q2, ⇥s

becomes arbitrarily small. This is called ”asymptotic freedom”. This indicates that QCD

asymptotically converges to zero at high energies or short distances. When Q2 ⇥ ⌅,

quarks become free particles.

p p

q

q

g

Fragmentation

Fragmentation

Jet

Jet

�s

�s

Figure 2.2. Description of the jet production in a hadron collision.

While the coupling strength decreases with Q2, the color force increases with the dis-

tance between quarks. When two quarks are separated, a new quark-antiquark pair (a

meson) spontaneously is created from vacuum.This phenome is called color confinement

9
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 Sert saçılma tesir kesiti

KRD etkileşim sabiti Q2→∞ veya Λ→0 için kuarklar 
serbest parçacık gibi davranır, 
buna “asimtotik serbestlik” denir.

LHC deki iki hadron çarpıştığında aslında çarpışan iki 
partondur.

• qq , qg, gg

 Çarpışma sonucu partonlar birbirinden saçılabilir veya 
kuark ve gluonlara bozunabilen parçacıklar oluşabilir.

 Kuark ve gluonlar renk yükü taşıdıkları için serbest halde 
bulunazlar.

• gluonlar yayımlar ve bu gluonlar kuark ve anti-kuark 
çiftlerine bozunurlar.

• Bütün renkli objeler hadronizasyon sonucu renksiz 
parçacıklar oluşturur. 
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Hadron Çarpışması
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August 2, 2012 Matthew Schwartz 

Image F. Krauss 

PDFs 

production 
(hard process) 

Hadronization/ 
Fragmentation/ 

Decay 

dσ =[PDFs] x [production] x [parton shower] x [hadronization] 

Parton shower/ 
Jet formation 

Subject of my lectures 

PDF Sert  
saçılma

Hadronizasyon

Parton  
duşu

Çoklu parton 
etkileşimi
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Jet Nedir
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Jetler yüksek enerjili çarpışmalarda 
açığa çıkan parçacık fıskiyesi olarak 
bilinen parçacık püskürtüleridir ve 
kuark ve glonların deneysel olarak 
detektörlerde gözlemlenmesidir. 
Detektörlerde kalorimetrelerde 
bıraktıkları enerjiler sayesinde tespit 
edilir. 

What is a Jet?

Jet is the experimental 
signature of a parton, 
materialized as a spray of 
highly collimated hadrons.
22
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4. JET RECONSTRUCTION at CMS Sertaç ÖZTÜRK

The rapidty is given by

y =
1
2

ln(
E + pz

E� pz
) (4.2)

where z is the beam direction. For m⇥ 0, rapidity is replaced by the pseudorapidity, ⇤.

⇤ =� ln tan(
⌅
2
) (4.3)

It is more useful variable experimentally, because the angle ⌅ from the beam direction is

measured directly in the detector. A jet is defined as a cluster of transverse energy ET in

a cone size �R which is given by

�R =
�

(�⇤)2 +(�⇥)2 (4.4)

The transeverse energy, ET , pseudorapidity, ⇤, and azimuth, ⇥, of a jet are defined below

(Ellis, 2007).

ETjet = ⇧
i⇤ jet

ETi (4.5)

⇤ jet =
1

ETjet
⇧

i⇤ jet
ETi⇤i (4.6)

⇥ jet =
1

ETjet
⇧

i⇤ jet
ETi⇥i (4.7)

4.2 Jet Types at CMS

There are four types of reconstructed jets at CMS, which differently combine indi-

vidual contributions from sub-detectors to form the inputs to the jet clustering algorithm.

These jet types are:

Calorimeter Jets: Energy deposition in the calorimeters cells (HCAL and ECAL)

44
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Algıçlarda Jet
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Pμ1

Pμ2

Pμ3
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Jet Yapılandırma Algoritması
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List of particles :
 - partons
 - hadrons
 - calorimeter clusters
 - ...

Jet Algorithm
Groups of particles :

    JETS

Parçacıklar:
 - Partonlar
 - Hadronlar
 - Kalorimetre 
kümeleri ..

Parçacıklar 
Grupları:
 - Jetler

Teorik gereksinimler:

✓ infrared (kızılötesi) ve collinear (aynı yönlülük) güvenilirlik

✓ seviyeye bağımsızlık (parton, hadron, kalorimetre)

Jet Reconstruction Algorithms in CMS

24

Jet Reconstruction Algorithms in CMS

K. KousourisExotica Jets & MET, 3 Dec 2009

Jet reconstruction algorithms in CMS

5

1. Iterative Cone R = 0.5

Simple and fast cone algorithm. Used by HLT. Not recommended for analysis !!!!

2. Anti-kT D = 0.5, 0.7

Belong to the kT family. For all practical purposes it behaves as a cone algorithm. 

Infrared & collinear safe. Recommended by JetMET for startup (D = 0.5) !!!

3. kT D = 0.4, 0.6

Infrared & collinear safe.

4. Seedless Infrared Safe Cone (SISCone) R = 0.5, 0.7

Infrared & collinear safe but CPU intensive in a “busy” environment. Will be 

eventually dropped in favor of anti-kT.

Algorithm Size GenJets CaloJets PFJets

anti-kT 0.5 ak5GenJets ak5CaloJets ak5PFJets

anti-kT 0.7 ak7GenJets ak7CaloJets ak7PFJets

kT 0.4 kt4GenJets kt4CaloJets kt4PFJets

kT 0.6 kt6GenJets kt6CaloJets kt6PFJets

SISCone 0.5 sisCone5GenJets sisCone5CaloJets sisCone5PFJets

SISCone 0.7 sisCone7GenJets sisCone7CaloJets sisCone7PFJets

iterativeCone 0.5 iterativeCone5GenJets iterativeCone5CaloJets iterativeCone5PFJets

11
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Figure 9: Two partons in two cones or in one cone with a (soft) seed present.

will be to either avoid the use of seeds1, or to correct for them in the analysis of the data, which
can then be compared to a perturbative analysis without seeds. Note that it may seem surprising
that an algorithm, which is Infrared Unsafe due to the use of seeds, leads to experimental results that
differ from a Infrared Safe seedless algorithm by only a few percent. The essential point is that the
lack of IR-safety is a property of the fixed-order perturbative application of the algorithm with seeds,
not of the experimental application. In real data the additional soft components of the event (initial
state radiation, final state radiation and the underlying event) ensure that there are seeds “nearly”
everywhere. Thus there is only a small change from the situation where seeds are assumed to be
everywhere (the seedless algorithm). In stark contrast the NLO perturbative application of an algorithm
with seeds has only the energetic partons themselves to act as seeds. Thus there is a dramatic change
at NNLO where the extra parton can serve as a seed, as in Fig. 9, changing the found jet structure
of the event even when the extra parton is quite low energy. This is the source of the perturbative
Infrared sensitivity.

One of the main problems with the use of a seedless cone algorithm has been its slow speed with
respect to the seeded cone algorithms. This has made its use in reconstruction of a large number of
events difficult. Combined with the fact that, for inclusive distributions, the differences between the
results from a seeded cone algorithm like Midpoint (defined below) and a seedless algorithm tend to be
on the order of a percent or less2, there was no strong motivation for its use. Recently, a new seedless
algorithm (SISCone) [16] that has speeds comparable to the seeded cone algorithms has been developed,
removing this difficulty. For this reason, the SISCone algorithm is being adopted by the experiments
at both the Tevatron and LHC3. Note that the problems with dark towers and the smearing of stable
solution points (discussed later in Section 3.4.1) still remain with a seedless algorithm.

To address the issue of seeds on the experimental side and the Rsep parameter on the phenomeno-
logical side, the Run II study [8] recommended using the Midpoint cone algorithm, in which, having
identified 2 nearby jets, one always checks for a stable cone with its center at the midpoint between
the 2 found cones. Thus, in the imagery of Fig. 9, the central stable cone is now always looked for,
whether there is an actual seed there or not. It was hoped that this would remove the sensitivity to
the use of seeds and remove the need for the Rsep parameter. While this expectation is fully justified
with the localized, short distance configuration indicated in Fig. 9, more recent studies suggest that at
least part of the difficulty with the missing stable cones at the midpoint position is due to the (real)
smearing effects on the energy distribution in (y, �) of showering and hadronization. Also it is impor-
tant to note that, in principle, IR-safety issues due to seeds will reappear in perturbation theory at
order NNNLO, where the midpoint is not the only problem configuration (for example, a seed at the
center of a triangular array of 3 hard and merge-able partons can lead to IR-sensitivity). Eliminating
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Figure 4.3. Infrared safety (top): adding a soft gluon should not change the jet clustering
results. Collinear safety (bottom): splitting one parton into two collinear partons
should not change the jet clustering results.

ordered, i sets some initial direction and one sums the momentum of all particles j within

a cone of radius R around i in azimuthal angle ⇥ and rapidity y taking all j as

�Ri j =
�

(yi� y j)2 +(⇥i�⇥ j)2 < R (4.8)

where yi and ⇥i are respectively the rapidity and azimuth of particle i (Salam, 2010). This

calculation is iterated until a stable cone is found. The dimensionless parameter R is the

radius of jet. Once a stable cone is found, it is declared a jet and its constituents are

removed from the remaining inputs. The algorithm is neither collinear- nor infrared-safe

(Schieferdecker, 2007). CMS supports iterative cone algorithm with cone R = 0.5.

4.3.2 Seedless Infrared Stable Cone (SISCone) Algorithm

Current cone jet algorithms, such as iterative cone algorithm, take all particles in the

event as a seed and search for stable cones. A soft particle is added between the two hard

particles, it behaves as a seed and then a third stable cone may be found. This problem is

know as infrared unsafety as discussed before.

To solve this problem in the cone algorithms, a seedless search for all stable cones
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Figure 9: Two partons in two cones or in one cone with a (soft) seed present.
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the 2 found cones. Thus, in the imagery of Fig. 9, the central stable cone is now always looked for,
whether there is an actual seed there or not. It was hoped that this would remove the sensitivity to
the use of seeds and remove the need for the Rsep parameter. While this expectation is fully justified
with the localized, short distance configuration indicated in Fig. 9, more recent studies suggest that at
least part of the difficulty with the missing stable cones at the midpoint position is due to the (real)
smearing effects on the energy distribution in (y, �) of showering and hadronization. Also it is impor-
tant to note that, in principle, IR-safety issues due to seeds will reappear in perturbation theory at
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Figure 4.3. Infrared safety (top): adding a soft gluon should not change the jet clustering
results. Collinear safety (bottom): splitting one parton into two collinear partons
should not change the jet clustering results.
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(Schieferdecker, 2007). CMS supports iterative cone algorithm with cone R = 0.5.
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Figure 9: Two partons in two cones or in one cone with a (soft) seed present.

will be to either avoid the use of seeds1, or to correct for them in the analysis of the data, which
can then be compared to a perturbative analysis without seeds. Note that it may seem surprising
that an algorithm, which is Infrared Unsafe due to the use of seeds, leads to experimental results that
differ from a Infrared Safe seedless algorithm by only a few percent. The essential point is that the
lack of IR-safety is a property of the fixed-order perturbative application of the algorithm with seeds,
not of the experimental application. In real data the additional soft components of the event (initial
state radiation, final state radiation and the underlying event) ensure that there are seeds “nearly”
everywhere. Thus there is only a small change from the situation where seeds are assumed to be
everywhere (the seedless algorithm). In stark contrast the NLO perturbative application of an algorithm
with seeds has only the energetic partons themselves to act as seeds. Thus there is a dramatic change
at NNLO where the extra parton can serve as a seed, as in Fig. 9, changing the found jet structure
of the event even when the extra parton is quite low energy. This is the source of the perturbative
Infrared sensitivity.

One of the main problems with the use of a seedless cone algorithm has been its slow speed with
respect to the seeded cone algorithms. This has made its use in reconstruction of a large number of
events difficult. Combined with the fact that, for inclusive distributions, the differences between the
results from a seeded cone algorithm like Midpoint (defined below) and a seedless algorithm tend to be
on the order of a percent or less2, there was no strong motivation for its use. Recently, a new seedless
algorithm (SISCone) [16] that has speeds comparable to the seeded cone algorithms has been developed,
removing this difficulty. For this reason, the SISCone algorithm is being adopted by the experiments
at both the Tevatron and LHC3. Note that the problems with dark towers and the smearing of stable
solution points (discussed later in Section 3.4.1) still remain with a seedless algorithm.

To address the issue of seeds on the experimental side and the Rsep parameter on the phenomeno-
logical side, the Run II study [8] recommended using the Midpoint cone algorithm, in which, having
identified 2 nearby jets, one always checks for a stable cone with its center at the midpoint between
the 2 found cones. Thus, in the imagery of Fig. 9, the central stable cone is now always looked for,
whether there is an actual seed there or not. It was hoped that this would remove the sensitivity to
the use of seeds and remove the need for the Rsep parameter. While this expectation is fully justified
with the localized, short distance configuration indicated in Fig. 9, more recent studies suggest that at
least part of the difficulty with the missing stable cones at the midpoint position is due to the (real)
smearing effects on the energy distribution in (y, �) of showering and hadronization. Also it is impor-
tant to note that, in principle, IR-safety issues due to seeds will reappear in perturbation theory at
order NNNLO, where the midpoint is not the only problem configuration (for example, a seed at the
center of a triangular array of 3 hard and merge-able partons can lead to IR-sensitivity). Eliminating

1The Run II recommendations [8] did include the suggestion of a seedless algorithm.
2In Ref. [16], a statement is made that the impact may be larger for some exclusive final state observables.
3A streamlined (faster) version of the seedless algorithm was used during the early stages of CDF in Run II, but was

dropped because of the near equivalence of the results obtained with the Midpoint cone algorithm.
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Figure 4.3. Infrared safety (top): adding a soft gluon should not change the jet clustering
results. Collinear safety (bottom): splitting one parton into two collinear partons
should not change the jet clustering results.
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where yi and ⇥i are respectively the rapidity and azimuth of particle i (Salam, 2010). This

calculation is iterated until a stable cone is found. The dimensionless parameter R is the

radius of jet. Once a stable cone is found, it is declared a jet and its constituents are

removed from the remaining inputs. The algorithm is neither collinear- nor infrared-safe

(Schieferdecker, 2007). CMS supports iterative cone algorithm with cone R = 0.5.

4.3.2 Seedless Infrared Stable Cone (SISCone) Algorithm

Current cone jet algorithms, such as iterative cone algorithm, take all particles in the

event as a seed and search for stable cones. A soft particle is added between the two hard

particles, it behaves as a seed and then a third stable cone may be found. This problem is

know as infrared unsafety as discussed before.

To solve this problem in the cone algorithms, a seedless search for all stable cones
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pµ = (
�

p2
t +m2 cosh(y), pt sin⇥, pt cos⇥,

�
p2

t +m2 sinh(y)). (4.1)

The rapidty is given by

y =
1
2

ln(
E + pz

E� pz
) (4.2)

where z is the beam direction. For m⇥ 0, rapidity is replaced by the pseudorapidity, ⇤.

⇤ =� ln tan(
⌅
2
) (4.3)

It is a more useful variable experimentally, because the angle ⌅ from the beam direction

is measured directly in the detector. A jet is defined as a cluster of transverse energy ET

in a cone size �R which is given by

�R =
�

(�⇤)2 +(�⇥)2 (4.4)

The transverse energy, ET , pseudorapidity, ⇤, and azimuth, ⇥, of a jet are defined below

(Ellis, 2007).

ETjet = ⇧
i⇤ jet

ETi (4.5)

⇤ jet =
1

ETjet
⇧

i⇤ jet
ETi⇤i (4.6)

⇥ jet =
1

ETjet
⇧

i⇤ jet
ETi⇥i (4.7)

4.2 Jet Types at CMS

There are four types of reconstructed jets at CMS, which differently combine indi-

vidual contributions from sub-detectors to form the inputs to the jet clustering algorithm.

These jet types are:
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version of the seedless algorithm is named as SISCone and practical at parton, hadron and

detector levels. However SISCone is not recommended as default jet finding algorithm in

CMS experiment since it doesn’t work for the events with high pile-up activity and it is

not CPU efficient. CMS supports SisCone algorithm with cone sizes R = 0.5 and R = 0.7.

4.3.3 Anti-kT Algorithm

The anti-kT algorithm is an infrared and collinear safe algorithm and it is used by CMS

as default jet reconstruction algorithm. The anti-kT is a special form of kT algorithm.

The kT algorithm is based on a pair-wise recombination and combines two particles (or

calorimeter towers) if their relative transverse momentum is less than a given measure.

The distance di j between particle (or calorimeter tower) i and j and diB between i and

beam (B) are defined as

di j = min(p2
Ti, p2

T j)
�R2

i j

R2 (4.9)

diB = p2
Ti (4.10)

�R2
i j = (yi � y j)

2 +(⇥i �⇥ j)
2 (4.11)

where R has a similar role as in the cone algorithm (Salam, 2010). The kT works in

following steps:

1. Make list of particles.

2. Calculate di j and diB.

3. If di j is smallest, combine i and j into a single new particle and return to step 1.

4. Otherwise, it diB is smallest, remove i from the list and return to step 1.

5. Repeat until no particles left.

The distance measurement can be generalized as

di j = min(p2p
Ti , p2p

T j)
�R2

i j

R2 (4.12)
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diB = p2p
Ti (4.13)

where p is a parameter that is 1 for kT algorithm. It means that soft particles are clustered

firstly. If p = �1, anti-kT algorithm is obtained and hard particles are clustered firstly

rather than soft particles (Salam, 2010). If p = 0, an energy dependent clustering algo-

rithm which is called as Cambridge/Aachen (CA) algorithm is obtained. The behaviors

of different jet algorithms are illustrated in Fig.4.6. The anti-kT jet algorithm gives the

best shape of jets. CMS supports kT algorithm with cone sizes R = 0.4 and R = 0.6 and

supports anti-kT algorithm with cone sizes R = 0.5 and R = 0.7.

JHEP04(2008)063

Figure 1: A sample parton-level event (generated with Herwig [8]), together with many random
soft “ghosts”, clustered with four di�erent jets algorithms, illustrating the “active” catchment areas
of the resulting hard jets. For kt and Cam/Aachen the detailed shapes are in part determined by
the specific set of ghosts used, and change when the ghosts are modified.

have more varied shapes. Finally with the anti-kt algorithm, the hard jets are all circular

with a radius R, and only the softer jets have more complex shapes. The pair of jets near

� = 5 and y = 2 provides an interesting example in this respect. The left-hand one is much

softer than the right-hand one. SISCone (and Cam/Aachen) place the boundary between

the jets roughly midway between them. Anti-kt instead generates a circular hard jet, which

clips a lens-shaped region out of the soft one, leaving behind a crescent.

The above properties of the anti-kt algorithm translate into concrete results for various

quantitative properties of jets, as we outline below.

2.2 Area-related properties

The most concrete context in which to quantitatively discuss the properties of jet bound-

aries for di�erent algorithms is in the calculation of jet areas.

Two definitions were given for jet areas in [4]: the passive area (a) which measures

a jet’s susceptibility to point-like radiation, and the active area (A) which measures its

susceptibility to di�use radiation. The simplest place to observe the impact of soft resilience

is in the passive area for a jet consisting of a hard particle p1 and a soft one p2, separated

– 4 –

Figure 4.6 The behaviors of different jet algorithms in parton level (Salam, 2010).

4.4 Jet Energy Calibration

Jet energy measurement is typically different from the corresponding particle jet en-

ergy. The main reason for this energy inconsistency is the non-uniform and non-linear

response of the CMS calorimeters. In addition, electronic noise and event pile-up can

cause extra unwanted energy. The aim of jet energy correction is to relate, on average, the
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version of the seedless algorithm is named as SISCone and practical at parton, hadron and

detector levels. However SISCone is not recommended as default jet finding algorithm in

CMS experiment since it doesn’t work for the events with high pile-up activity and it is

not CPU efficient. CMS supports SisCone algorithm with cone sizes R = 0.5 and R = 0.7.

4.3.3 Anti-kT Algorithm

The anti-kT algorithm is an infrared and collinear safe algorithm and it is used by CMS

as default jet reconstruction algorithm. The anti-kT is a special form of kT algorithm.

The kT algorithm is based on a pair-wise recombination and combines two particles (or

calorimeter towers) if their relative transverse momentum is less than a given measure.

The distance di j between particle (or calorimeter tower) i and j and diB between i and

beam (B) are defined as

di j = min(p2
Ti, p2

T j)
�R2

i j

R2 (4.9)

diB = p2
Ti (4.10)

�R2
i j = (yi � y j)

2 +(⇥i �⇥ j)
2 (4.11)

where R has a similar role as in the cone algorithm (Salam, 2010). The kT works in

following steps:

1. Make list of particles.

2. Calculate di j and diB.

3. If di j is smallest, combine i and j into a single new particle and return to step 1.

4. Otherwise, it diB is smallest, remove i from the list and return to step 1.

5. Repeat until no particles left.

The distance measurement can be generalized as

di j = min(p2p
Ti , p2p

T j)
�R2

i j

R2 (4.12)
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p=1:  “kT” (düşük pT parçacıklar)

p=0:  “Cambridge-
Aachen” (mesafe)

p=-1: “anti-kT” (yüksek pT 
parçacıklar)

Doğrultu

Düşük veya Yüksek Infrared and collinear güvenir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.153968

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.155556

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.249206

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.292063

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.410317

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.538969

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.571429

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.856353

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} = 0.895475

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} > 1

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} > 1

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers

Gavin Salam (LPTHE, Paris) Jet reco with FastJet Prague, August 2010 7 / 36
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

DeltaR_{ij} > 1

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Infrared and collinear güvenilir.

Küme algoritması.

✓ Tüm parçacıkları listele.

✓ dij and diB mesafelerini hesapla,

✓ Eğer dij en küçük ise, i ve j 
parçacıklarını birleştir ve başa 
dön

✓ Eğer diB en küçük ise, son 
durumu jet olarak belirle

✓ Hiç bir parçacık kalmayıncaya 
kadar tekrarla.

Jets?[Jet methods]

[Jet algorithms]

pt/GeV

40

20

0
0 1 2 3 4 y

30

10

A jet algorithms provides a map-
ping:

particles −→
jet.def .

jets

Simplest pp jet algorithm is
“Cambridge/Aachen”

Dokshitzer et al ’97

Wengler & Wobisch ’98

Repeatedly recombine closest pair
of objects, until all separated by
∆R2

ij = ∆y2ij +∆φ2
ij > R2.

R parameter sets angular resolution

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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JHEP04(2008)063

Figure 1: A sample parton-level event (generated with Herwig [8]), together with many random
soft “ghosts”, clustered with four different jets algorithms, illustrating the “active” catchment areas
of the resulting hard jets. For kt and Cam/Aachen the detailed shapes are in part determined by
the specific set of ghosts used, and change when the ghosts are modified.

have more varied shapes. Finally with the anti-kt algorithm, the hard jets are all circular

with a radius R, and only the softer jets have more complex shapes. The pair of jets near

φ = 5 and y = 2 provides an interesting example in this respect. The left-hand one is much

softer than the right-hand one. SISCone (and Cam/Aachen) place the boundary between

the jets roughly midway between them. Anti-kt instead generates a circular hard jet, which

clips a lens-shaped region out of the soft one, leaving behind a crescent.

The above properties of the anti-kt algorithm translate into concrete results for various

quantitative properties of jets, as we outline below.

2.2 Area-related properties

The most concrete context in which to quantitatively discuss the properties of jet bound-

aries for different algorithms is in the calculation of jet areas.

Two definitions were given for jet areas in [4]: the passive area (a) which measures

a jet’s susceptibility to point-like radiation, and the active area (A) which measures its

susceptibility to diffuse radiation. The simplest place to observe the impact of soft resilience

is in the passive area for a jet consisting of a hard particle p1 and a soft one p2, separated

– 4 –

arXiv-hep-ph:
0906.1833v2

-Düzensiz jetler
-Düşük pt için iyi
-Kalibrasyonu zor

-Düzensiz jetler
-Jet alyapısı için iyi

-Yüksek pile-up 
için kullanışsız

-İdeal kon şekli
-Kalibrasyonu kolay
-CMS ve ATLAS da 
kullanılır
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R Seçimi

Amaç: Parton momentumunu yapılandırmak

Optimal R kon yarıçapı jet pt değerine göre 
değişiklik gösterir.

✓ Düşük pt için R=0.4-0.8 

✓ Yüksek pt için R=1 

CMS , R = 0.4 ve 0.8

ATLAS , R = 0.4 ve 0.8
 43

What R is best for an isolated jet?[Physics with jets]

[Dijet resonances]

PT radiation:

q : ⟨∆pt⟩ ≃
αsCF

π
pt lnR

Hadronisation:

q : ⟨∆pt⟩ ≃ −
CF

R
· 0.4 GeV

Underlying event:

q, g : ⟨∆pt⟩ ≃
R2

2
·2.5−15 GeV

Minimise fluctuations in ptptpt

Use crude approximation:

⟨∆p2t ⟩ ≃ ⟨∆pt⟩2

50 GeV quark jet

〈δ
p t
〉2 pe

rt 
+ 
〈δ

p t
〉2 h 

+ 
〈δ

p t
〉2 U

E 
[G

eV
2 ]

R

LHC
quark jets
pt = 50 GeV

 0

 5

 10

 15

 20

 25

 30

 0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9  1  1.1

〈δpt〉
2
pert

〈δpt〉
2
h

〈δpt〉
2
UE

in small-R limit (!)

NB: full calc, correct fluct: Soyez ’10
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Pertürbative Kısım (SDR)

Hadronizasyon

UE (IDR)

Kuark Jet, Pt=50 GeV Kuark Jet, Pt=1 TeV
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Jet Etiketleme
b-jet etiketleme, kuark/gluon jet etiketleme, W-jet etiketleme 

b-jet etiketleme

✓ b-kuarklar daha uzun yarı ömüre sahiptir.

✓ İkincil köşe
✓ Büyük etki parametreli izler

✓ Jet içinde muon veya elektron

 44

CSV
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Je
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Data
b quark
b from gluon splitting
c quark
uds quark or gluon

 = 8 TeVs at -1CMS Preliminary, 19.8 fb
 enriched samplett

2 jets)≥ + µ(e

CSV discriminator
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1D

at
a/

M
C

0.5

1

1.5
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B-Quark Signatures

B-quarks hadronize in B-hadrons, 
forming jets.

Sizable lifetime B-hadron:
➔ secondary vertex;
➔ tracks with large impact 

parameter.

Large mass, ~5 GeV: decay products 
have large p

Trel
, transverse momentum 

relative to jet-axis.

B-quark fragmentation function: high p
T
 of the b-hadron 

relatively to the jet p
T
.

The B-decay produces often leptons: soft muon or electron 
within jet.
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Kuark/Gluon Jet Ayrımı
Kuark jet ve gluon jet farklı özelliklere sahiptir.

✓ Renk yükü

✓ Elektrik yükü

✓ Spin, …

 Gözlenebilir farklılıklara neden olurlar.

✓ Kütle/pt, yüklü parçacık sayısı, jet şekli, enerji 
dağılım profili

 45

Andrea C. Marini 11 Jul 2013 PreApproval

Not “just a Jet”
• Many physics channels are flavour specific
• Quark jets are target of many physics searches/new physics

-Hadronic susy,
-Higgs (VBF),  ...

• Gluon jets have higher multiplicities, are wider, more uniform energy fragmentation
-different interaction with the colour field

Already used
• First: H→ZZ→2l2q (HIG-11-027)
• Recently: 

-VBF Z (FSQ-12-019 ), 
-VBF H (HIG-13-011)

Optimization directions
•low PT (down to 20 GeV)
•Forward region  (|η| = 4.7 )

Introduction & Motivation

4

Quark jets: Gluon jets:
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Quark jets: Gluon jets:

Kuark Jet
CF = 4/3

Gluon Jet
CA =3

Jet Mass in Detail

Normalizing by pT (200GeV in this sample) generalizes better.
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ROC Curve
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Jet Mass
‣ One important quantity to identify 

these jets is the jet mass 

‣ Computed by adding up constituent 
particle 4-vectors and computing the 
mass 

‣ For QCD jets, this depends on: 
‣ The momentum (pT) 
‣ The size of the jet used (R)

9

JME-10-013
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Alt-Jetler
Bazı yüksek enerjili durumlarda iki 
jete bozunan bir parçacık tek bir jet 
gibi gözlemlenebilir.

 Bir jet iki veya daha fazla alt jet 
içerebilir.

 Alt jetleri belirlemek için özel 
yöntemler kullanılmaktadir.

 46

Jet Mass
‣ For heavy objects, the picture  

is different 

‣ The jet mass is relatively stable  
at the heavy particle mass 

‣ Choose correct cone size to  
reconstruct all decay products 
in jet: 

‣ CMS uses R = 0.8 for heavy  
object reconstruction 
‣ Merged W/Z at ~200 GeV 
‣ Merged top at ~400 GeV

10

JME-10-013

R=0.8 için

• W/Z için 200 GeV

• Higgs için 300 GeV

• Top quark için 400 GeV
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Alt-Jetler

 47
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Jet Yükü

Bir jetin yükü 
belirlenebilir.

Bir kuark jetin 
yükünü bilmek 
Standart Modeli test 
etmek ve yeni fizik 
araştırmalarını 
iyileştirmek için 
kullanılabilir.  
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Jet Charge at the LHC

David Krohn∗ and Matthew D. Schwartz†

Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge MA, 02138

Tongyan Lin‡

Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics, Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637

Wouter J. Waalewijn§

Department of Physics, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla CA, 92093
(Dated: June 17, 2013)

Knowing the charge of the parton initiating a light-quark jet could be extremely useful both for
testing aspects of the Standard Model and for characterizing potential beyond-the-Standard-Model
signals. We show that despite the complications of hadronization and out-of-jet radiation such as
pile-up, a weighted sum of the charges of a jet’s constituents can be used at the LHC to distinguish
among jets with different charges. Potential applications include measuring electroweak quantum
numbers of hadronically decaying resonances or supersymmetric particles, as well as Standard Model
tests, such as jet charge in dijet events or in hadronically-decaying W bosons in tt̄ events. We
develop a systematically improvable method to calculate moments of these charge distributions by
combining multi-hadron fragmentation functions with perturbative jet functions and pertubative
evolution equations. We show that the dependence on energy and jet size for the average and width
of the jet charge can be calculated despite the large experimental uncertainty on fragmentation
functions. These calculations can provide a validation tool for data independent of Monte-Carlo
fragmentation models.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN provides
an opportunity to explore properties of the Standard
Model in unprecedented detail and to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model in previously unfathomable
ways. The exquisite detectors at atlas and cms let us
go beyond treating jets simply as 4-momenta to treating
them as objects with substructure and quantum num-
bers. A traditional example is whether a jet was likely
to have originated from a b-parton. At the LHC, one
can additionally explore whether a jet has subjet con-
stituents, as from a boosted heavy object decay [1, 2],
or whether it originated from a quark or gluon [3]. See
Ref. [4] for a recent review of jet substructure. Here we
consider the feasibility of measuring the electric charge
of a jet.

The idea of correlating a jet-based observable to the
charge of the underlying hard parton has a long his-
tory. In an effort to determine the extent to which jets
from hadron collisions were similar to jets from leptonic
collisions, Field and Feynman [5] argued that aggregate
jet properties such as jet charge could be measured and
compared. The subsequent measurement at Fermilab [6]
and CERN [7] in charged-current deep-inelastic scatter-
ing experiments showed clear up- and down-quark jet
discrimination, confirming aspects of the parton model.
Another important historical application was the light-
quark forward-backward asymmetry in e+e− collisions, a
precision electroweak observable [8]. Despite its histori-
cal importance, there seem to have been no attempts yet
at measuring the charge of light-quark jets at the LHC.

Most experimental studies of jet charge measured vari-
ants of a momentum-weighted jet charge. We define the

pT -weighted jet charge for a jet of flavor i as

Qi
κ =

1

(pjetT )κ

∑

j∈jet

Qj(p
j
T )

κ (1)

where the sum is over all particles in the jet, Qj is the
integer charge of the color-neutral object observed, pjT is
the magnitude of its transverse momentum with respect
to the beam axis, pjetT is the total transverse momentum
of the jet, and κ is a free parameter. A common variant
uses energy instead of pT . Values of κ between 0.2 and 1
have been used in experimental studies [6, 8].

FIG. 1. Distributions of Qi
κ for various parton flavors ob-

tained from pp → W ′ → q̄q or pp → gg events with pjet
T

= 500
GeV and κ = 0.5, 1.



Sertaç Öztürk

Jet Enerji Kalibrasyonu
Jetler kirli fizik nesneleridir ve kalibre edilmedir.

✓ Kalorimetre tepkisi ve dedektörün üniform olmaması.

 İki-jet olayları ve 𝜸+jet olayları kalibrasyon katsayılarını belirlemek için kullanılır.
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4. JET RECONSTRUCTION AT CMS Sertaç ÖZTÜRK

4.4 Jet Energy Calibration

Jet energy measurement is typically different from the corresponding particle jet en-

ergy. The main reason for this energy inconsistency is the non-uniform and non-linear

response of the CMS calorimeters. In addition, electronic noise and event pile-up can

cause extra unwanted energy. The aim of jet energy correction is to relate, on average, the

jet energy measurement in the detector to the energy of corresponding particle jet. CMS

has a factorized multi-level jet energy calibration, in which the correction must be applied

in the following fixed sequence (Harris, 2007):

1. Offset: Required correction for pile-up and electronic noise.

2. Relative (�): Required correction for jet response versus pseudorapidity relative to

a control region.

3. Absolute (pT ): Required correction for jet response versus pT in the control region.

4. EMF: Optional correction for jet response with electromagnetic energy fraction.

5. Flavor: Optional correction to particle level for different types of jets (light quarks,

c, b, gluon).

6. Underlying Event (UE): Optional correction for underlying event energy.

7. Parton: Optional correction for parton level.

The equation relating the corrected CaloJet energy to uncorrected CaloJet energy is

given by

ECorrected = (EUncorrected�EO f f set)⇥C(rel : �)⇥C(abs : pT ) (4.14)

which includes the offset, relative and absolute corrections. These first three steps are the

required corrections. It can be extended further by multiplying the right hand side with

optional correction factors.
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